Kloofzicht Lodge fishing rules
1. All fishers are required to obtain a day fishing permit from reception
2. Members dam (Top Dam)
a. Please note all fishing is prohibited on the top dam unless you are a member, resident
or have been given special permission through Sundowner Adventures in which cases
only fly-fishing will be permitted. NO FISHING WITH ANY OTHER EQUIPMENT ALLOWED.
b. Catch and release please use correct techniques listed below.
c. Dam contains trout, bass, vlei kurper, carp and catfish.
d. Maximum limit of 20 fly-fishers.
3. Mulberry (Middle Dam)
a. Fly-fishing only, open to all day visitors with a valid fishing permit obtained from
reception or Sundowner Adventures all guests must sign in at reception.
b. Catch and keep base unless one has been through training with Sundowner Adventures
(teaching correct catch and release tactics) or special arrangement has been made. For
catch and release please see section 5.
c. Dam contains trout, bass, vlei kurper, carp and catfish.
4. Bush willow (Lower Dam)
a. Conventional fishing as well as fly-fishing. Open to all day visitors provided they have
purchased a day permit and signed in at reception.
b. Catch and release
c. Dam contains bass, barbel, vlei kurper and carp.
5. Stinkwood (Bottom Dam)
a. Conventional fishing as well as fly-fishing, open to all day visitors provided they have
signed in at reception.
b. Catch and release.
c. Dam contains bass, vlei kurper, barbel and carp.
6. Terms and conditions

a. Safe handling of fish
i. Practise safe handling of all fish (wetting hands) as well as all hooks to be debarbed.
ii. Minimise time fish out water more than 20sec.
b. Access and rod limits max 30 fly-fishers/conventional fishers.
c. Float tubes by arrangement.
d. No Fly-fishing guiding or tuition by outside guides or fly shops will be allowed unless prearranged through Sundowner Adventures.
e. Own food and drinks prohibited.
f.

Fishing is monitored by Sundowner Adventures staff who are available for tuition, and
have authority to enforce rules and regulations.

g. Any guests spinning or bait fishing on the trout dams will be fined.

